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          Public Token Sale Starting On
            

            11th June 2018!
          

          Mobile First Netwrok Infrastructure
          


          
            
              

                
                  GoNetworks is leveraging innovative off
chain technologies to build a framework
for scalable, trustless transactions.
                  
                
                

               
                


              

                

                 
                




              


              
                





                  

                  

                  

                  




                

              

            

            
            
              
                
                
                  
                
              

            

          

          

        



        
          
            
              
               
             

                
                  
                
              

            

          

          

          
            
          
        


      

      

    

  
  
  


  


  
    
     
    

  

  
    
      
        
          
            ETHWaterloo - Pocket by GoNetwork

          
            GoNetworks
            
              ETHWaterloo
             submission Pocket, was selected as one of eight
            winners! Presented to the most influential faces in the blockchain community including:
            Vitalik Buterin, the
            founder of Ethereum;
            Joseph Lubin
            , the founder of
            Consensys;
            Joey Krug, the founder of
            Augur;
            Ryan Zurrer, a partner at
            Polychain Capital;
            Jeff Coleman of
            Ledger Labs;
            Dmitry Buterin of
            L4 Ventures.
          


          

          
            

              
                
                
                  
                
              

            

          

        

      

    

  
  
  



    
    
      
        


          
            GoNetworks' GoToken - A Solid Cryptocurrency

            
              A major concern with blockchain technology centers on speed and high cost of transactions. Transactions on blockchains like
              bitcoin are expensive and slow. With growing usage, Ethereum will fare no differently over time. GoNetworks
              solution solves this problem by allowing off-chain transactions.

            


            


            



              
                
                Massive Potential

                GoNetwork is designed for the
                  trillion dollar mobile economy and commerce market.

              


              
                
                GoNetwork makes
                  Ethereum fast

                
                  State channels amortize the cost of transactions based on the number of off-chain transactions completed off-chain. Thus,
                  in typical high-frequency workflows, the cost of transactions will be
                  several orders of magnitude lower than running the transactions on Ethereum directly.

              


              
                
                Infrastructure layer

                Our prime objective is to build a mobile first network for Ethereum ERC20 tokens that’s off chain. It is
                  a fast, cheap and low latency infrastructure.

              






              
                
                Making Transactions Cheap

                A major concern with blockchain technology centers on high cost of transactions. GoNetworks solution solves
                  this problem by allowing off-chain transactions. 

              


            


          



          
            
          



        

      

    



    

   

    



    
    
      
        


          
            
          


          
            Our Vision

            
              To achieve our vision of bringing cryptocurrency to the masses, we begin by developing infrastructure that cheaply scales
              the transactions per second on Ethereum for mobile platforms.
              


            


          

        

      

    




    



    
    
      
        
          People
          Core Team

          

          Winner of
            
              ETHWaterloo
             - World's Largest Ethereum Hackathon. Over 30 years of cumulative experience in Computer Software, Mobile Apps,
            Game Dev and Blockchain! 

        

        
        
          
            
              
            
            Rashid Khan

            CEO
            Founder of Infinidy Corp, one of Canada's leading game development studios. Graduated from the
              University of Waterloo
              , Ontario, Canada. Created one of the biggest iOS theme park simulation game called Happy Park. Millions
              of people have downloaded Infinidy's games! Founded Dubsquad that became a large video social network among
              teens worldwide. Selected by
              YCombinator for in-person interview at Mountain View, California.

            

            
             
            

          



          
            
              
            
            Amit Shah

            CTO
            Software architect & Blockchain expert. Graduated from the
              University of Toronto, Ontario, Canada. Spearheaded research and development while working at BlueRover
              as Vice President of Software Architecture R&D. BlueRover is a leading Canadian Internet of Things (IOT) technology
              company. Worked at several Ethereum based open source projects. Ethereum Investor.

            

            
           
            

          



          
            
              
            
            Xun Cai

            COO
            Graduated with distinction and honours in Software Engineering from the
              University of Waterloo, Ontario, Canada. Xun is the co-founder and CTO of Infinidy Corp. He is a serial
              entrepreneur who has created products that have been used by millions of people and have acquired a large active
              user base. Led Infinidy to become one of the first companies to join Communitech, Canada's top digital media
              incubator. Infinidy was also a part of Accelerator Center (world-leading tech incubator of Canada - http://acceleratorcentre.com/),
              sharing the platform with top tech companies like Kik Interactive.

            

            
           
            

          

        


        
        
















        







      




      







      
    

    

   



  

         



        





      

      
    

    

    
      

        Token Distribution

        
          
          Total token supply: 100,000,000 GOT
        

        
          
          For sale during token sale: 50%
        

        
          
          GO Token type: ERC20
        

        
          
          Purchase methods accepted: ETH
        


      

    


    
    
      
     
      

    
    


  
  


  
  
    
      



        

          

            
              
                
                  Pre-Sale Registration
                  GoNetwork Presale


                  Subscribe for notification of GoNetwork pre-sale.


                



                

                  
                    
                      
                        
                        
                          
                        
                      

                      

                        Potential Contribution in USD
$5,000 - $10,000
$10,000 - $50,000
$50,000 - $100,000
$100,000 - $500,000
$500,000 - $1,000,000
$1,000,000+


                      


                      
                        
                          
                          
                          I have read the GoNetwork whitepaper
                        
                      

                      Register
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          Statement

          Any US, Canada & China citizen, permanent resident or registered institution is prohibited from purchasing GoTokens; GoTokens
          are not allowed to be sold to any US, Canada & China citizen, permanent resident or institution.
          
 GoTokens do not represent any asset or right in the real world (such as the right to bonus shares, company shares
          or company voting rights).
          
 Specific plans for GoNetwork contributions are subject to adjustment before the official token sale.
          
 Participants in the GoNetwork token sale are advised to make prudent considerations and be knowledgeable of risks
          by fully reading the content on this website, the GoNetwork white paper and other relevant materials.

          

          
*GoNetwork (“Company”) does not accept liability for our website, roadmap and whitepaper being accurate, complete
          or up-to-date or for its content nor is it responsible for direct, indirect, incidental or consequential damages
          resulting from any defect, error or failure to perform.

          
Company’s website, roadmap and white paper contain forward-looking statements that involve risks, uncertainties
          and assumptions. If such risks or uncertainties materialize or such assumptions prove incorrect, the results of
          this company and its projections may differ materially from those expressed or implied by such forward-looking
          statements and assumptions. All statements other than statements of historical fact are statements that could be
          deemed forward-looking statements, including but not limited to statements of the plans, projected timelines, strategies
          and objectives of management for future operations; any statements concerning expected development, performance
          and services; anticipated operational and financial results; any statements of expectation or belief; project timelines
          and any statements of assumptions underlying any of the foregoing. Risks, uncertainties and assumptions include
          the achievement of expected results and meeting projected timelines described from time to time in quarterly timeline.
          The Company without assuming any liability or responsibility may at any time in its complete discretion may decide
          to alter or modify the Company’s objectives and/or strategies, projected timelines, or cease its operation altogether.
          The Company assumes no obligation and may update these forward-looking statements and projected timelines as and
          when required.
          
 The website, roadmap and whitepaper are intended solely for information purposes and are not to be construed,
          under any circumstances, by implication or otherwise, as an offer to sell or a solicitation to buy or sell or trade
          in any commodities, securities, or currencies. Information is obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but
          is in no way guaranteed. No guarantee of any kind is implied or possible where projections of future are attempted.
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